This study shows the types of religious jobs in the city of Jerusalem in the eighteenth century AD; whether they were religious scientific jobs such as the judiciary, religious advisory (Mufti) and elocution, or religious social jobs such as syndicate of supervision, or religious administrative jobs such as the chiefdom of Haram, Imamate, the presidency of muezzins, or social educational jobs and the most important one was reading of the Quran, the Quran interpretation and preaching. For analyzing data qualitatively, the researcher used two sources; records and historical books The current study also reveals that most of these jobs were inherited among the Jerusalem families, which led to social influence of these families inside or outside Jerusalem. This study is significant due to the lack of studies on Jerusalem in the eighteenth century. Most studies did not give a complete picture about the attitudes of people in Jerusalem. In addition, Jerusalem currently exposed to global attempts to deny the historical and religious rights of Jerusalemites in Jerusalem, and erased the Arabic Islamic identity of Jerusalem.
Introduction
The holy city of Jerusalem is not like any place in the world; each part of it tells the history filled in the scent of the messengers, prophets and men who built every stone of this holy city with their blood, sweat, effort and thought. The residents of the holy city of Jerusalem represented the essence of the city's illustrious history. Throughout the ages, Jerusalem received a considerable attention by the Muslim kings and governors who competed to increase the number of buildings and diversify their functions; therefore, the large decorated buildings were built inside and outside the city and the endowments were allocated for them. Sanctuary " " ‫ﺍﻟﺤﺮﻡ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺸﺮﻳﻒ‬ Al-haram Al-sharif and its building represented a key marker of the identity of the holy city.
As a result, there appeared many occupations with a great religious and scientific nature like the judiciary ‫"ﺍﻓﺘﺎء"‬ iftaa and oratory, social and religious occupations such as the supervision union, administrative and religious occupations either in the Al-Aqsa Mosque like the sanctuary chiefdom and the leading prayer ‫"ﺍﻻﻣﺎﻣﺔ"‬ imamate or in the legitimate court such as reporting, writing and others, educational, religious occupations in the Al-Aqsa Mosque most important of which are reading the Quran, interpretation and preaching, and the religious service occupations in the mosques in the holy city of Jerusalem which has a great moral value among people for the sanctity of its religious places.
Such occupations were filled by many families such as Husaini, Al-'Alami, Al-Dajani, Al-Lutfi, Al-Khaldi, Al-Jaouni, Al-Tamimi, Al-Khatib, Al-Khalili, Al-Fityani and others; the occupations were here dietary for most families. The weakening of the central administration in the 18th century led to an increase in the families' authority in particular the Al-Husaini, Al-Khalidi and Abi Al-Lutof families; this was especially so during the Ottoman Administration. The muftis were mostly elected from Abi Al-Lutof, the president of supervision from Al-Husaini and the seniors of the legitimate court and the presidents of the municipality from Al-Khalidi.
The study made use of two basic sources; it consulted the records of the court in Jerusalem due to their covering of unprecedented historical evidences and abundant and accurate information about the history of Jerusalem; the records showed various aspects of life in Jerusalem in a detailed and clear way representing the most important historical sources transferring the details of life in the holy city of Jerusalem. The second source was the translated books about the history of Jerusalem. Those books have their particular importance especially the , Mohammad Abu Al-wafajarallah al-Lutfi 10 and Ahmed Mohamed Al-Muwagat.
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From the above, we notice that there are few local scientists amounting to seven who were appointed as judges in Jerusalem, which is inconsistent with the study of Abdel Karim published in the Palestinian encyclopedia stating that the number of the judges of Jerusalem in the 18th century was ten.
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In any case, the reason for the few number of judges is that the Ottoman Empire appointed Turkish judges, and had become from important occupations in the Ottoman Empire that were inherited in some families in the 18th century, which led to its monopoly.
Legislation Deputy
The judges of the holy city of Jerusalem had deputies for a certain period for doing a specific job due to the fact that the country takes into account the different juristic schools of thought so that the judge would not withdraw into the authority. The Judge in Deputy ‫ﺍﻟﺘﺸﺮﻳﻊ"‬ ‫‪"was‬ﻧﺎﺋﺐ‬ also called the legislation governor, 13 , the pride of great masters, great scientists, and mayor of scholars and great speakers" 21 . "Afandi" was preceded to their names. In Jerusalem, there was a mufti for each of the four juristic schools of thought, most famous of which are the Hanafi and Shafi'i. The Hanafi mufti was ranked first among the others since he represented the official juristic school of thought of the state. Table 2 shows the names of some of the muftis in the holy city of Jerusalem in the 18th century A.D. 22 The table shows that there is a convergence in the number of the Hanafiifta'a and the Shafi'iifta'a which might be attributed to the weakening of the Ottoman rule at that time not attracting the other schools other than the Hananfi to change their schools to get jobs. However, the Maliki had only two muftis while there were no data regarding the Hanbali in that period. The large number of muftis refers to the country's keenness for the application of the Sharia in various fields and a guarantee against the arbitrariness of the powerful people in that period.
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The job of the mufti was not specified by ifta'a 24 only but it also included occupations in the educational institutions and the awqaf "endowments" which led to improve their financial positions noting that the records in the legitimate court of Jerusalem during the study period did not mention any data regarding the mufti's salary. However, Al-Muradi, in translating the work of Ali Habib Allah Al-Lutfi, stated that before he was responsible for the Shafi' iifta'a, his uncle who was his father's brother, Mohib Al-Din Ghadia was a supervisory president in Jerusalem at that time paying him three hundred Egyptian pieces 25 monthly. 
Oratory ‫"ﺍﻟﺨﻄﺎﺑﺔ"‬
Orators ‫"ﺍﻟﺨﻄﺒﺎء"‬ had a great role in the community of Jerusalem since it exceeds oratory and performing prayers and religious occasions into participating in teaching, Ifta'a and jurisdiction; therefore, we find a fierce competition among families on the oratory of the Al-Aqsa Mosque. The preacher was appointed through a special decree issued by the sultan 27 . Due to the fact that the Friday sermon is attended by some officials and politicians and the fact that the preacher had an opportunity to express his opinions and influence the public From the above, we note that the preachers of the Al-Aqsa mosque were from certain families of Al-Alami, Al-Lutfi, Al-Jamai'I and Al-Afifi. However, Al-Jamai'is occupied a holy position more than the others, and the name of any preacher was added to the name of "Al-Jamai'i" after his family. There were twenty preachers, which is inconsistent with the result of the study of Abdul Karim Rafiq who stated that the number of the preachers of Jerusalem in the 18th century was only five. 41 Furthermore, the job of the preacher was not limited to oratory; for example, Najem Al-Din Al-Alami was a preacher in the Al-Aqsa and a teacher in the Hamra school 42 ; Faydallah Al-Alami was a teacher in the Hussainia school 43 . As for Mohammad Al-Lutfi, he was a preacher in the Al-Aqsa, a Hanafi Mufti, Sheikh in the Hanafi school 44 , imam in both the Ottoman school 45 and Yagoubia school 46 and a teacher in the Hajarieh school 47 .His authority extended outside Jerusalem that he was the sheikh in the Khaskiah in . This is a clear evidence of the extent of the control of families in the 18th century and their monopoly for many positions and occupations in the Ottoman Empire, which led to having a great social and economic influence.
The Social Religious Occupations

Supervision Union
The establishment of the supervisory union was in the Ottoman Empire and it goes to an Islamic tradition inherited by the Ottomans from the Abbasid state to take care of the families attributed to the descendants of the Prophet, peace be upon him from his grandsons Al-Hassan and Al-Hussein; however, the Ottoman Empire expanded this aspect considering that supervision not only includes the descendants of Al-Hassan and Al-Hussein but also all the families that are attributed to the caliphs like Al The president of the union was like any other government employee being the last part of the ruling regime in the city. Due to being one of the prominent people in the city and one of the most important religious positions, his name was mentioned in the decisions of the court after the judge and the mufti 52 . The religious position enjoyed a prestigious social status in the society, having multiple privileges such as exemption from the military service 53 . They were subject to their own courts in front of their president 54 , who had the highest position in the ranks of supervision being appointed in the holy city of Jerusalem and its environs 55 through the chief of the supervision presidents in Istanbul
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, who was appointed by the Ottoman Sultan
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. In case the appointment was performed locally, it was held temporary until it was ratified by the chief of the union president in Istanbul 58 . Some titles were added to the people of high status indicating their high ancestry like the Hashemite band 59 , the ancestry and branch of the tree of the sovereignty of Mohammed 60 in addition to AbdManaf the dean of the great masters 61 and others. This is done by the side of both the father and the mother transferred by inheritance.
In studying the supervisory union in the holy city of Jerusalem during the study period, we find that such a position was occupied by four families and that Al-Husainis had the greatest luck in filling the position for long years by Mohammad Mustafa Al Husseini . Afterwards, the presidency of the union was for Mohammad Amin Muhib Al-Din then Abdul Latif Al Husseini for more than 10 consecutive years 67 However, in 1767 A.D., it was for Mohamed Ali Jarallah Al-Lutfi 69 . By comparison, we find that the study of (Abdul Karim) did not mention except one president 70 despite the fact that there were nine presidents for supervision in Jerusalem during the 18th century, as it is evident.
It was noted that the president of supervision in Istanbul was always careful to mention the name Al-Husseiniin his signature being a factor helping the family to ensure support and loyalty of the territories and regions due to the fact that Al-Husseinis should enjoyed a government support due to their close ancestry to the Prophet, peace be upon him 71 . In some cases, the sultan asks for help from the president; for example, the year1118H/ 1706 A.D.in which Muhib Al-Din Ghadia who was entrusted 72 to gather the tribute in the holy city of Jerusalem and its environs 73 in addition to his important role at the local community level in the reform process and providing various services to people.
The Administrative and Religious Occupations
The Sanctuary Chiefdom
The Sanctuary Chiefdom ‫ﺍﻟﺸﺮﻳﻒ"‬ ‫ﺍﻟﺤﺮﻡ‬ ‫"ﻣﺸﻴﺨﺔ‬ is one of the important and prominent religious occupations in the Holy city of Jerusalem. The sheikh of the mosque was appointed by the Ottoman being responsible for managing the Haram al-Sharif. Al-Ghadia was responsible for the sanctuary chiefdom 74 . There was more than one sheikh at the same time. During study, Sheikhs included Younis 75 . Accordingly, Al-Alamis entered this position for the first time in the 18th century to compete the Ghadias who inherited this position for a long time 83 . It is worth to mention that the salary of this occupation ranged from 4.5 -6.5 Ottomans daily 84 . There was a salary of 100 Asadipiasters 85 for the preachers from the annual pack of Istanbul.
The Imamate
Most families participated in the imamate ‫‪"in‬ﺍﻻﻣﺎﻣﺔ"‬ all the mosques in the holy city of Jerusalem. . it should be noted that Abdul KarimRafiq stated that there were only four imams there and about twenty-fourimams in various places in the holy city of Jerusalem.
As for the salaries of the imams, the highest was in the al-Aqsa mosque ranging between four to six Ottomans daily 103 while in the Dome of the Rock Mosque and the other mosques, the salaries ranged from three to five Egyptian pieces a day; some of the allocated money was granted to them from the Sultanate pack which was received annually from the people of the holy city of Jerusalem from the capital of Istanbul 104 .
The Muezzin
It is one of the religious occupations in Jerusalem. The muezzin ‫"ﺍﻟﻤﺆﺫﻥ"‬ should have some conditions like being Muslim, male, honest, sensible, and just; he must know the times since many ask him regarding the times of prayers and fasting. The muezzin sometimes performs prayers. 
Writing
This is one of the important administrative and religious occupations in the legitimate court which was established since the beginnings of the Ottoman Empire. Its presidency was monopolized by al-Khalidis throughout the 18th century; the evidence lies in the Sultanate authorization brought by Mohammad Sun' Allah Al-Khalidi, which was the job of his ancestors 116 ; later on, the position was passed to his sons that Khalil had the "Bash writer" 117 position at the court. It was important that the writer -Katib learned the basic sciences and be trained to practice them; he must be aware of the Holy Quran, traditions of the Prophet, the diction, the ever-innovating, kinds of proverbs and the various terms used a lot in the right places; for example, when writing the religious endowments, the writer should know the virtues of the pause (waqf), verses, traditions of the Prophet and the sayings that warn those trying to damage the pauses. He should also be acquainted to the terms and titles that commensurate with the status of the person he is writing about and he should be good at writing covenants and charters.
Furthermore, the writer should have specific features like being secretive and honest away from suspicions like bribe and cheating 128 .
Writers are considered constant witnesses of the court being paid from the state a salary ranging between one 129 to three coins (Sikak), according to the legitimate records 130 .
Al-Mahdar "The Record"
This occupation is one of the occupations in the legitimate court with a chairman called "mahdarBashi" 131 ; they were referred to as "the legitimacy messengers" 132 whose responsibility is getting those wanted to the court according to the orders, as well as getting the legitimate records from the courts far from the holy city of Jerusalem 133 ; they are constant witnesses in the court 134 .
This job was entrusted to Ahmad Mohammad Al torjoman 135 , Abdullah 136 and Qablan
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; there was no specific daily or monthly salary in such job; it was deducted for the whole year by 100 Asadi piaster 138 . The employees worked all days of the year including Fridays; the doors were not closed even in the first day of Eid Al Fitr 139 .
Turjman "Translator"
Due to the fact that the Sultanate decrees were written in the Ottoman language and the fact that the nature of translators is translating among the judges and other people in the court, it was important to have a position for translation. Therefore, the legitimate court employed translators, including Qasim beik who worked for twenty-two years in a row 140 followed by his brother Ahmed beik 141 and his son Mohammad
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. Although, they inherited this job from their father Rajab Agha but Qasim obtained a Sultanate authorization to ensure his continuation in the job 143 in 1126H (1714 A.D. the word "turjman/translator" was proceeded before their names to refer to their occupations which were more prestigious than the previous ones; thus they were referred to as beik, "Mr." 144 It was important that the translator is one of the people of religion 145 , chastity, honesty, integrity and good behavior 146 .As for the salary, it was fifteen Ottomans daily 147 .
The Military "Qassam", Divider
He is a Hanafi judge following the Anatolian judge who appointed him. He looked into the issues relating to the troops, took interest in collecting and following the legacy of people and the deceased and registered it in the 
Witnesses
One of the religious occupations whose employees witnessed at court; witnesses ‫)ﺍﻟﺸﻬﻮﺩ(‬ were divided into two kinds: constant and they are entrusted with the written job; they were trained to understand the connotations of words and meanings in the arguments; such employees might have been a judge or selected from the local elements and their numbers differ according to the type of the case ranging between five 150 to twenty 151 in some cases. The most famous employees include: Mohammad Sun' Allah Al-Khalidi, Khalil Al-Khalidi, Asad Al-Dagag, Musa Al-Khalidi, Ahmad Al-Turjman, and Mohammad Al-Deeri. The other type of witnesses included people of expertise such as having the architecture Bashiwitness in cases related to construction.
The Calendar G
152
One of the occupations in the legitimate court in which the employee writes the legitimate provisions and rules in addition to the date of the register, time of the judge in responsible of the case and his name as stated in the records " I am the weakest of men Mahmoud bin Mohammed" 153 on the first page after the start of the record 161 .
Educational and Religious Occupations
In addition to the reading of the Qur'an, there was the interpretation of the Qur'an, which was occupied by Sheikh Saleh Al-Lutfi in the Al-aqsa mosque in an honest authorization which he abandoned later for 50 Piasters to JarallahAl-Lutfi who was paid two and a half Ottomans daily 162 . As for preaching, it had special sections after the Morning Prayer filled by Sheikh NajmAl-Din, Abu AlWafa and Abu Ali sons of Al-Alami in the Dome of the Rock mosque for five sultanates annually and third quarter sultanate in 163 . In the export occupation 164 
Conclusion
The holy city of Jerusalem is the mirror that reflected the civilizations of the peoples and nations throughout history; it is the first resort for the best nations housing the third mosque sought for. It had a great attention in the Islamic ages which was represented in many buildings, which led to the emergence of various religious occupations through the families in the holy city of Jerusalem; such families, thanks to the inheritance system, were able to keep most of their jobs for many centuries such as supervision, judiciary, and ifta'a. This fact could be seen by investigating the types of religious jobs in the city of Jerusalem in the eighteenth century AD. Sometimes, one person had more than one job in addition to the fact that the job was divided between more than one person, such as imamate, oratory, sanctuary chiefdom, educational occupations like teaching and various service occupations, both in the holy Aqsa, the Dome of the rock and other mosques in the holy city. There were many sources for the wages of these occupations such as the Awqaf of the Haram al-Sharif or the financial annual allocations specified for the people of the holy city of Jerusalem from the Sultanate pack from Istanbul or the Egyptian pack from Egypt.
This study is significant due to the lack of studies on Jerusalem in the eighteenth century. As a consequence, it is recommended to study the history of Jerusalem and its people attitudes more widely through the ages; as most studies did not give a complete picture about the attitudes of people in Jerusalem. In addition, Jerusalem currently exposed to global attempts to deny the historical and religious rights of Jerusalemites in Jerusalem, and erased the Arabic Islamic identity of Jerusalem.
